Cagers Win3-56,
from SFS
, 6
*
* Anti-Raid Pact

PRC Asks Clamp
On Gift Solicit-in
A proposed ban on down-town
gift soliciting by non-ASB financed
groups will be taken before the
Student Activities Board by a Public Relations Committee subcommittee as the result of an action
by the publicity group yesterday
afternoon.
In another action. the PRC voted unanimous approval to the Revelries cast plan to preview some
of their acts on a Del Courtney
’TV show.
The proposed soliciting measure is desigaed to cut down
particularly en the amouet of
soliciting- done by groups to
build up a "hope-cheat" for kings
and queens of various events.
A Principal exception to the

clamp-down would be requests by
Homecoming Committee.
Jerry McCarthy, who formed
the motion, claimed "it’s a farce
that fraternities can go around
soliciting gifts. Leading stores are
hit for things like this all the time
and get no benefit from much of
it. It hurts advertising and campus-city relations."
Under the by-laws of the public
relations groups, they must approve all off-campus publicity as
well as programs and shows by
ASS-financed groups such as Revelries.
In addition, they will aid with
publicity for all other campus-recognized groups, if requested.

Final changes in the University
of Santa Clara-SJS anti-raiding
poet are being made by the Broncos, and the contract will be ready
for final approval by the SJS
Student Council soon, according to
Art .Lund, ASH president.
Lund said yesterday that SJS
has received a $28 check from
Santa Clara for damage to the
State Homecoming bonfire during
fall quarter.

Sports
Page

Soph Clasertiton Pro;
Four Termed Ineligible

Sophomore Class was placed on
probation and four persons were
dropped from the list of eligible
candidates for ASB office at yesterday’s Student Court meeting.
The probation was set despite a
plea from Class President Al Behr
to the court to shift responsibility
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Dr. Cresap To Discuss Parties
In California Politics Tonight
Is the revitalization of Pail)" Poifties in California a hindrance or
assistance to state government?
This is one of the questions Dr.
Dean R. Cresap, associate professor of social science, will discuss
In his lecture tonight at 7:30 o’clock in the Concert Hall.
More broadly, Dr. Credal/ is
to disease some a the major

’public. Dr. Cresap will also &Lecuss the recent pattern of politics,
particularly the relative strength
and influence of political parties
as contrasted with pressure
groups.
The fourth in a series of faculty teens-es, Dr. Cresap is sponsored by the Lecture Series Committee.
He has specialised In the political history of California sad
I. the Anther of "Party Polities
In the Golden State," published
In 11164 by the Haynes Foundation of Los Angeles,
A native of Nebraska, Dr. Cresap attepded public schools there
and in a Chicago suburb. He holds
an A.B. degree from Nebraska
State College and MA. and Ph.D.
degrees from Stanford University.
Be also attended Elrnshurst College and the University of Colorado.
He has been a member of the
faculty at SJS since 1947.

Pigeon Celebrates
Bright-eyed, ihe pigeon watched
a coed walk across the drill -field.
"This is Women’s Week," he
said, "and I am doing my best to
celebrate it."
Taking wing, he flew a short
DR. DEAN R. CRESAP
distance behind the retreating fig... calif. politics
ure. giving out with long, low
current. of today in state poll- whistles.
tics, stressing primary importIn Morse code he was spelling
we on their effect ea Calif or- out:
oda polities."Fair today, little change in
In his lecture. "Party Politics in temperature, high 58-66 with light
California," which is open to the winds, according to UP."
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THERE’S NOTHING TO IT. Joe Rosa (seated) and
EIZm
(far left) demonstrate the tecludigue of giving blood for the
AFROTC blood drive. Assisting Otani are Don Westigard (standing
center) and Jerry Sandifer.
photo by Downs

125 Sign For Donating
Blood in Today’s Drive
Approximately 1,25 donors- have
signed up to give blood today in
the ROTC-AFROTC blood drive.
according to Ron Simpson. AFROTC cadet public information officer.
The donations will be taken today from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. in Room
1 of the old Bible school at the
corner of S. 5th and San Carlos
streets.
Students and faculty who have
not given blood previously are
urged to do so during this drive.
Those who cannot donate today
may do so at the Santa Clara

Navy Clears
North Tachen
WASHINGTON. Feb. 8 (UP) Vice Admiral Alfred M. Pride.
commander of the Seventh Fleet,
today announced that evacuation
of civilians from North Taehen
has been completed. Adm. Robert
B. Carney. chief of naval operations, said the evacuation of
South Tachen will continue until it
Is concluded but would not esOrnate how long, it would take.
SELECTIVE SERVICE
WASHINGTON. Feb. 14 (UPI -A few congressmen voiced complaints today about the way selective service is being run.
The dissatisfaction was expressed as the House prepared to debate a bill extending the draft law
for four years. Rep. J. Madden
(D-Ind.) complained that some
draft board members are "armgoat am inealtIng." He mid their
servie* ebould hi lbalted by law
to two years.
Rep. Carl T. Durham (D-N.C.)

for the contempt charges ,to him
personally.
The charge was lodged against
the class when Behr. representing
it, failed to appear at last week’s
Court meeting in answer to a
onnmons charging the class with
violation of the campus advertising code.
"I think the contempt charge
should be changed fnim the Sophomore Class to myself bees theft
was negligence on .rny part and
not that of the clam." Behr said
He pleaded guilty after the
court refused hist request. The class
was put on probation until the last
regular school day of Spring quarter. If it is found guilty of any
additional violation this school
year, it will have then violated its
probation and will be liable for
disciplinary action.
"This still lets the Sophomore
class carry on normal class functions. It just is to he on its best
behavior." said Stan Croonqillst,
chief justice of the court.
Four persons failed to turn in
their petitions to run for ASH
office in the Feb. 18 elections, and.
therefore Will not appear on the
ballot. Disqualified are Denny
Powers, Jim Tortney, Percy. Riv era, and Lea Vayssie.
This creates a white ballot
for the office of Senior Represeiitative, with one person, John Stafford, r(uming. Other white ballots
previously set
are
sophomore
president, junior president, junior
treasurer, freshman respresenta-.
tive for one year. add Female Jun-,
ice Student court justice.
-

Women Hear
Of Jobs Today
"Job Opportunities for Women
in the Ray Area," will be the subject of a talk today by Mr Leonard Bradley, representative from

County Blood Donors center, 440
N. 1st St., ’Tuesdays from 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m. and Fridays front 10
a.m. to 7 p.m.
Those donating at the center
should make certain that the blood
is credited to the ROTC blood club.

SAB Will Publish
’Committee Digest
A "Committee Digest" listing
Student Council members, all ASS
sub-committees, studen t-farlitty
committees, class officers and ASH
auxiliary organizations will be
published by the Student Activities Board, Paul Sakamoto.
chairman, announced at a SAH
meeting yesterday.
Published as a service to the
students, the digest is expected to
"end confusion among the student body as to who is on what
committee, and who they should
go to for what," Sakamoto said.
He also announced that a set of
all SAB enforced rules will be sent
to advisers of the 116 recognized
campus organizations.
Sakamoto expects the rules to
he mailed out next week but said
that publication of the digest is
pending the outcome of elections
two weeks away.

Inside Dope

DIANE MARTIN/4EN
. . .directe activities
the State Employment Cyfice. according to Diane filartinsen, chairman of Women’s Week.
The program, which is scheduled
for 4:90 p.m. in the Engineering
Lecture Hall Room 118, will be the
third in the series of activities
planned in observance of Wainscots
Week at SJS.
Thursday’s program will feature
a non -denominational worship service at 7A5 a.m. in the campus
chapel, according to Peggy Patton,
chairman. Mrs. Stanley C. Benz
will speak on the topic "A Col.
leg Woman’s Personal Religion"
during the service.
During the seventh annual- ob--...servance of Women’s Week all
programs and activities have been.
’planned specifically for women’s
interests.

The Jack 0’ Hearts dance and
pictures of the six candidates for
the title are spotlighted on Women’s page 4. And there’s &tails
on nearly every major campus women’s group ea the same page.
More information on Rismia’s
new proaderond Washington’s
maction--are on wire page 6.
-_
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A Rose Is a Rose Is a?
The illeasmarting Attorney risay be out of a none leaf jab
these absibps are lots of those) before long if Ise dooseit ma fad.
_ infadliag several fliosqhfy persons areemad campus is an lege
so dear the chap’s same to sonielitiag Isis disband seentleg.
.fomMy oisuabor pointed oat, at least the wood "poosoloolloof
As see
if nae "eitervisy" gives the connotation el am ororcootoil okoroctor
ieiimgthmeglities his isurUog as itob to led into mart aary and
srtimaitias. Thy name probably tisoorseese Oedemas tempoal
Ugly Arm whoa forea’t Sup kaftan type) from mein, for Ike arks.
sh
clicaurd, a on:* be to one deasfing laraadar
Landless thee tSose now employed by periodos Wig lio arms.
Hie could, lo. example wove more closely vith the Seratiesit Calmat
brief’s’, there r cases coernng lap mad eareisag mom dorvolohy as
legal advisor 0. <td;tion to present duties such as these in parlament/WWI wort
Goad ideas tneveto broacimi Hie title and with it the services
o$ the office holder. Should they be put into effect. fleo
in your own suggestion) undoubtedly could bring increased
bower.% to flee student body and derive ’ma more veasedris ’spew,eIcs than the job now offers.
And now, before everybody Ale gets into His act, may we
s.inest eating him "Most legal ASS itogio"7

so.

Bridge Players
lertr interested in partei1.41reg in the lerei National InterTournament
Finite, ...a-agate
trrtteld sign up before len 13. at-, n t:ng to Jim Cottrell. Social Af
r
CUITUVUt 11 RWIT11/PT
111/..r.itted perinea should k-ase
names. addresses and tele-poor!, numbers Oil a card addresed
io /sill Squires. c o Box S. Student I eion
rrunumen or 16 players is
to enter the national toer-

A national title will he presented
to winners of the tournament.
which is slated SLirch 14-11
Northern and southern al:users
are to be awarded cups.
In 19%3 San Jose State sent
%sinners to the finals in Chicago
and last year the college again
finished high in the tourney, Cottrell said

:IceCold Pizza’

Additional members for tonight’s
panel discussion on campus racial
and religious prejudice will be
Sam Yates. moderator. and Stan
Abbott. panel member, according
to Sonia Appel, co-chairman
The Student Y-sponsored panel
also will include Paul Sakatnoto.
Dave Fanner and Shun, Ito. Meeting time is 730 pin in the new
Student Y at 9th and San Antonio streets. All persons interested
in this problem are invited to attend
on-rampus aspects and the cammunity problem as it retates to
student housing and employment
will he discussed as %sell as the
peychological basis for prejudice

Tuanisy In the form of ice-cold ’
Infra settled over Sophomore Class
inentbeis at their fin? pizza sale
ea the quarter last week.
The MU man who was to di.’he pizza .5 10 a.m, couldn’t
toren- the stand erected in the
Quad and arrived with ,cold
inlia mars than an hour late. As
? result. only five trays of pizza
*en- sold. and Jeannette Furtado.
..41. chairman. was displeased. "FinrIts, I ttica some of the pizza
t..ere and heated it myself." she
.-Nothsrned
,

1)imeutot Banquet
.

MEXICO CITY, Feb. 8 (UP)-The newspaper La Prensa today
blasted "monopolists" operating
public bath houses for charging
"excessive rates."
The cost in L’S. currency would
be two cents per bath.

lassifiRds

iron RENT

at CY 5-8247. immediately. UrViiir-aiary: -one
Piiva Cre , gep t
,
FOR MALE
en.wtment A block from school..
4-7515
Two Are* skreplog bags. MumFarairiied. Five /mans and bath. my style. $17.50 each. Call CY
tlarige. Near shopping and bus. 7-0797,
tt Arr.. and garbage Paid, 995
Motorola ear radio. After 6 p.m.
a
reenth Snitable for four college CY 3-5382,
guile 453 61.....AL’en et, CY 2.1327.
1963 TO new engine Ran
firmed sad roma. Two college phis all extras $1195. Contact Bud
nwe Prisate home 605 S 11th St. McKee at Union Oil corner of 4th
lioanse-for bore, with kitchen and San Fernando or call at *73
Albees 665 S 8th St. $20 a Spartan City after 6 p.m. Phone
ra../1111.
CY 3-3541.
teamq fee student., with kilt-hs
.
’
r..asonnl-de 37 S. 5th

cy

"The Role of Guidance In Feedon Formosa represents the real Hating Transfer of Learning" will
China." Contrarily, I feel it is (a- be the tapic of discussion by Dr.
bater newel and Parry:
paten Neat US. action concerning JAMS M. Savney, assistant proCAll WI" ef an interaliticaal Formosa is founded an our present
piety which I believe is late in foreign polity. which entails the fessor of psychology. at 330 p.m
today. A neaffee Matadi" will be
dearly-defined held along with the regular meetng- I vPuld bk. to P17! maintenance of
Omuta that was mak’ Oa the
land necessary) Far East defense ing for the Psychology and Philaim= in the Orient ’Feb. Ti with perimeter.
osophy Division. said Dr. Charles
man,
a direst af
The Feb. 7 letter accuses the
I would like the authors of the Emenhower administration of be- W. Telford, division heed.
ahem mentioned articles to tell Vowing past pledges and commitme if they know of these facts ments. Certainly, it would seen
. or not :
that a newly elected gov-ernment
La* tbe Maw thee Geo. Mar- in entitled to a few "betrayals." if
I
1 WIWI sena Is Clams be work that is how Mr. Back and Mr.
eisa a esalitien gensenmemit he- Gillette prefer to interpret curMinas she Csonmenbria end the rent U.S. actions_
Cananinsmdat
Sale
Natimelleas.
It may be more accurate, how
same. mem shwas* ehmed set ever, to view these actions as
CY 24772
air Cakes. wale Gem Manisa evolving out of a different permimed a mem nee.
All Hu, fonsion of "HIGH NOON"
spective concerning our foreign
Ttuit the Chinese COMMUniall policy; a perspective considerably
MOM Were supplied by the USSR more
realistic about Red China
rein- than was Mr. Acheson’s, et at
with military esiniSenent
itiate the fight. finally to take the
at
The Feb. 7 letter concludes that
mainland.
U.S. action is "really unwarranted
3. That at this time. the U.S
warlike action against the Red
withdrew its support of the warRepublic.- Unwarranted is hardly
MIMI/
ravaged Nationalist forces.
the ward to be used here Isee
Doo’f Reseal the Easliisq
IL That the pantry of headsparagraph 2). As for -warlike."
from the beginning
Mest be it
eft, enteally did mese Rona.
I should think that Dec. 7, 1941 is
became at the Conimmads’ cerStarring -ample proof that no action at all
tainty of ase-retaliatles.
can be devastatingly warlike.
s. That the ills that at present
SPENCER TRACY
Sincerely.
exist in the whole Far East were
Gerald Garbarini, ASB 8232
ROBERT RYAN
created by elements that, as you

SHOW SLATE
STUDIO

"BAD DAY

BLACK ROCK"

do in your article, say that the
present attitude is unjustified. and
a really unwarranted warlike action against the -Chinese Repubhc.’
Misters, this is not buddy-buddy
week with the Reds, it is time that
we realize that Communism means
business. Either we stop them
now, or let us fortify our beaches.
Their hunger will not stop before
they have, in sae way er mother,
taken control of the whole world.
A last question, do you want
Communism stopped?
’That is why I went to Korea. and
that is why many of my friends
died eking side of me. What about
you!
Charies R. Eckert, ASB 7607

Contractive Ophse

,

Dear Thrust and Parry:
In reference to other letters
that have appeared In this column, let me quote one of the Iwklessors who is not in the Social
Science Department, but the quote
is applicable just the same: "It
does not take many brains to critwise."
In the future. I would suggest to
anyone who Hods it necessary to
do so would be doing himself and
others a favor by using a little
Judgement and making a few eonstructive suggestions. If his limited mentality presents this. let
him keep his mouth shut thereby doing all of us an even greater
favor.
Sincerely.
Carl V. Silvers Jr.. ASB 8433

Formosa Action
Dear Thrust and Parry:
Would like to comment on the
Feb. 7 letter concerning the action of US. forces in the For MOM area.
I believe the letter erroneously
attributed this US. action to "an
assumption that Chlang’s group

World New. Briefs

DISCRIMINATION CHARGED
SAN DIEGO, Calif.. Feb. .8 (UP)
California’s Imperial County was
accosed in two suits today with
segregation of Negro and Mexican
-American
children
in
public
schools and discrimination against
Negro teachers.
The suits charged that white
students living in districts having
.saarlesse Moodie aportnwat 3 ot
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.
.n
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Dr. Sawrey Talks
At Meeting Today

lateraatiesal

’Y’ Panel Adds
New Members

-High Cost Baths

Plans for the Who’s Who ban
tentatively scheduled for’
Feb. 23, will be discussed at this
al tertionn meeting of the Student .
Cieincil in the Student Union.
(1uunnon for the event is Carol
Laicise. acording to Art Lund, ASH
.
president.
,

quiet,

-

Deserve Awards
Dear Thrust and Parry:
According to reliable sources,
the esteemed head of the Awards
Committee recently stated over
the phone that "’Me Rally Committee is more important than the
football team." As the conversation continued. she said that she
didn’t care "if a bomb fell on the
whole P. E Department."
Now we may be laboring under
a misapprehension, but we feel
that athletics, and especially football. are an important part of our
Institution. ’The publicity, esteem,
prestige. and "esprit de corps"
generated by our athletic teams
are of inestimable value to San
Jose State.
Following this premise, Le feel
that awards should be given to
the participants responsible. That’s
why we have an Awards Committee.
The argument over whether we
should give 33 instead of 30 football awards is what prompted this
letter. It seems that the coach
who has daily opportunity to evaluate the worth of individuals to
the team effort has recommended
33 awards. However. the commit
tee says they can have only 30.
Better that we have the Rally
Committee and the Student Council members buy their own gold
jackets and year books, than deprive athletes of what they rightfully and deservedly have earned.

ANNE FRANCIS
DEAN JAGGERS
WALTER BRENNAN

MINX
MS NM Rams es

FOX-CAUFORNIA
NOW SHOWING

MAYFAIR THEATER
STUDENT RATES Sec
MONDAY AND TUESDAY MIES
NOW

PLAYING

Ron Flora, ASB 7422
Ken Phillips, ASB 340
We. Harmon, ASB 1830
Chuck Gladson. ASB
- ---- Dick Knapp, ASH 199
Jack A. Mario, ASB 4625
Jack Fudge, ASB 7579
Paul Morgan. ASB 4789
Ralph Homan. ASB 744
Syd Kahre. ASB 6359
Craig Carlson. ASB 7054
Richard Previte, ASB 443
Ken Thompson, ASB 5317
Mike Callahan, ASB 7128
Johnnie Johnson, ASB 147
Bill Lamson. ASB 6459
John Gates, ASB 7451
- Then Heine, ASH 7672
Dick Bender. ASH 6852
Hal Morrow, ASH 4564
Gary Page. ASB 4900

"There’s No Business
Like Show Business"

Delicious
Chinese Food

SELECTED SHORT FEATURES

W cater to Partite
aid Bongoes
It A.M.- 12 P.M. SATURDAY
II A.M.. i 1 P.M. DAILY

For reservatioas and
orders to take sot.
coU CY 3-77

"Drams Across tie River"

NOW -CONTINUOUS
DAILY
NOW

PLAYING

WILUAM HOLDEN
GRACE KELLY

"BRIDGES AT TOKO-RI"
and

SARATOGA

UN 7-110211

NOW PLAYING

"THE MEDIUM" _
7 Months on lboacleay

"The Passionate Sentry"
M Itaoche Drtvo-hs:

DIERKS

221

IRMAUNANT
usr JACKSON ST.

"There’s No Business
Like Show Business"
"SHANGHAI LADY"

AROTC Cadet Leading Magazines Forecast
Enjoys Plight ’Tall and W t
’ in Fashions Students Mold Lake Erie Port Future
By GLORIA ALEXANDER
In Jet Trainer
STAB:TAN DAILT

3
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Experiencing the thrill of flying through the air at rates sPproaching the speed of sound. SJS
Sophomore AROTC Cadet Donald
J Bickford recently was given an
orientation flight in a T-33 jet
tipiner at Hamilton Air Force
Base. according to Ron Simpson,
cadet PIO officer.
Bickford is the secona AROTC
cadet to be so honored. He is a
transfer from the University of
41,
Utah.
The college AROTC unit started
a program at the end of last
rerirter whereby two cadets per
month are selected to be given
ori.nt at ion flights.
Cadets a e chosen for the
flights on the basis -of out stand mg achievement. and academic

are the dresses that go straight
from campus to town for any
Spring fashions in leading magoccasion short of "strictly forazines forecast .the -tall and wil1..
lowy" look in coats, ju m per s,
Big fleWS in coats is Pale Tweed.
dresses, skirts and jackets.
The spring adaptation of Doir’s The spring coats will reach right
look will make its debut in to the hem again and light, thin
a variety of styles which will give tweeds wilt feature a wide range
new accents to the basic ward- of styles.
robe. The new color of the season, pink violet or mauve, wilt
brighten up everything from the
popular rope heads, to soft cashmeres and filmy tingerie.
The spring look for Easter suits
will feature the "neat and-complete look" in an almost casual.
fitted jacket and flared or narrow
skirts. Under the jacket.,the
slender pull -over will be accented
with a cuffed hipline. The neat
look will also appear in print hat
and dress ensembles with plain
coat.
The basic narrow skirt is back,
very slim and straight, worn with
a pull -over and sheltered by a
long cardigan jacket. The willowy
look shows up in the tremendously
popular jumpers that follow the
figure in soft line until the skirt
moves out from tile hips. These

"1r

BUFFALO. N. Y.Under a wew
program. college students will
help to shape the future of Buffalo’s Lake Erie port.
Students from the University of
Buffalo. Canisius College and But.
tab State Teachers College wilf-do
research on the port as part of
their school work and as rests*
trainees with the Division of Part.

Dr. Mar-sin A. Rapp, consultant
to the di% ision who organized Hie
program, says the students will do -4h"
primary research on 11017 Olipaset of
the port they choo... Their strait s
may range from ;re history of
port to a surve;
the impact rl
the St. Lawrence Seaway on thv
Niagra Frontier.

Pastafazoola
What a Shirt!

No Danger Says
SJS Biology Prof
By BOB JOHNSON

a bilitIC, -tieo-ordirig-- to Maj. Stanley
W. Martin. assigtalit orifessor of
air *science and tacticr..
The first cadet to receive this
honor A...Ai-rads( Paul D. Ashley.
Don H. Lindeman, outstanding
cadet, has
schOlastic
been chosen- to- receive the next
nditiMation .9itilit. Maj. Martin
diicloadd.
.
The WROTC hopes to make
these flights a .continuing thing.
awarding them at least twice Per
mouth.

Receive 3 Units
And Have Fun
By JERRY LEE HUNT
Would you like to learn to decorate your own home.,
A survey course in Interior Decorating, Art 103, worth three units
is now being offered by Robert
Y. Douglas, professor of art.
The survey coarse teaches design. calor. Wittier’s. floor errrebut. draperies. textiles and
lighting as applied to home decoration.
The student is able to gain
practical experience in home decoration since a model room on a
small scale is made by members
of the interior decorating class.
Students enrolled SEM not required to follow all aspects offered
by the course, but they may follow a specific interest in any one
phase.
The course is very practical
for almost easy stodeat as it
helps develop good taste and an
of esatemparary
aW
trends in home decoration. It is
cpretalli interesting to girls
eho plan to be future homemaker".
Art 103-A is open to all students in the upper division bracket
and will be offered next quarter.
Any student desiring more information about the course should
contact Douglas in his office. 209
S. 9th St.
Douglas is a new member of
the SJS art faculty this year. He
designs furniture for Gump’s in
San Francisco and is particularly
outstanding in his field.

Steal Fake Money

There is no reason for alarm
on the basis of recent reports that
radiation in present amounts creates detrimental mutations, according to Dr. G. A. McCallum.
professor of biology.
All radiation does is increase
the incidence of mutations, but
mutations occur rarely anyway.
he said.
Amanitas a normal distribution. mutations occur one in
30.000. Since the vast majority
of mutations are recessive, It
takes the marriage of a man
and a woman with identical recessive genes, the factors of
heredity, to produce the effect
of the mutation in an oftsprhig.
The chances that two such persons will marry is one in 234 billion. And if they do marry, there
is only a 50-50 chance that their
offspring will inherit the recessive
gene from each parent.
Radiation has not been proved
to create mutations that are not
already created by nature, he said.
This is borne out by the fact that
all through history such hereditary diseases as hemophelia occur
until recent times even though
the disease was almost always
fatal to the individual and thus
would seem to destroy itself eventually, he pointed out.
So, he said, if normal changes
billion, present
are’ one in
amounts of radiation cause an increase of Bee fillies that many
occurrences, the result would still
remain negligible.
However, there is the passibility that If the liwidsace of
mutations is carried on at tide
rate over a period of nejane
years. mom% of the mutations
would accumulate so that a
larger number of ladividaids
would show the effect, he said.
Not too much is known about
the result that would be produced
by an A-bomb attack on a large
city. Even if a great number of
mutations were produced. the
effect would not show up for several generations.
As for fear that X-rays cause
mutations, Dr. McCallum said
that all medical doctors know of
this danger and are cautious in
the use of their equipment. To
cause a mutation, that would be
passed on to succeeding generations, the particle of radiation
must strike a gene in the chromosome of a reproductive cell, he
explained. Even if the mutation
was produced, the cell in which
the mutation occurred would be
destroyed naturally In six months,
To Illustrate this, he pointed to
the fact that scene workers in
atomic energy plants are advised
not to have children for six
months after they quit thejob.

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 8 (UP)
The burglars who stole 111500 from
More t h Ivo 400,000 beds are
the Key West Motion Picture Sta.
dies will have to become actors if avellshle f or tourists in Berl
and bouilins booms,
they want to sae the kat.
The currency was stage money. IT Per sent awe than In let
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Talk about spaghetti1 .You aint
really seen the Italian influence
at work till you’ve seen this
colorful cotton gingham in halfinch checks with a Stromboli
collar. 6 Mediterranean colors/
It’s the Italianest shirt ever
made west of the Rio Grande.
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See Your Roos Representatives:
lob Bunn, Gene Chavoya, Am Blackwell,
Tom Rbnennan; Tom O’Toole, Howard Lester
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Coeds Will Crown Jack of Hearts
AWS Will Climax
’55 Women’s Week
With Hearts Dance

tia lsHandsornest of Th;m:411.?

Climaxing the Women’s Week
festivities this Friday night will
AWS "Jack of
be tir annual
Hearts" dance at Mary Anne Gardens from 9 p.m. to ant. Couples
will dance to the music of Bob
Russell’s orchestra.
Highlight of the dance will be
the crowning of the "Jack of
Hearts" who M behg. chosen by
vote this week trews Mx finalists
selected by AWS at their meeting
last week.
Bids, now on sale tor 81.25 in
the Outer Quad and Llbritry Arch,
are worth one vote tar any one of
the finalists, accessible to K a y
Daly, bid chairman, who stressed
that this is the Orb’ opportunity
to ask the boys. 8kb also will be
on sale at the door.

l

Has Full Calendar

AWS Meniberslilp Is
Open to-All
sy SJS Women

Ulla MURPHY
ilf:114, which stands for Associated Women Students, is open to
aisregistered at San Jose State College. Its five main officers
ON elected le the general student body elections, end the rest of the
Executive lewd is made up of appointed officers and representatives
from various women’s organisations.

4
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; Panhellenic Society Represents
"Sororities, Aids Cooperation
By CARO L LAUB
Panhellenic is an organization of sorority women on campus in
.which special delegates frorn all houses meet to discuss mutual problems. It aims to roister cooperation and friendship among all sororities
tdid to unify their interests; with those of non -sorority women.
Each sorority sends two delegates to the meetines because of the
inipassibilly of including all Panhellenic members.
Beside% the local F’anhellenic, there is a National Panhellenic
,
when. San Jose State sororaties are representod by their own national
nrga_nizations. Thus a highlyIsrganized hody is formed,
Panhellenic, then, arias as a guide and is help toward successful
sorority life by establishing rules, procedure and mutual aid for each
if Its memburs

Eta Epsilon Open

Econ

For liotn
lajors and Minors
nv 1.4)11Yi.t MONDMIA
F:fas h:piolon t the social and
iscrs see, group own to all home
orotionlirx maims.and minors. lt
his approximately 10 members al
Abe prtsent time; and meetimz for
the
club are held once a
Month a ith the council meeting
r -r)

1%0 55

eks

Mu Phi Epsilon is
onorary roup ,
By LFALIE HANNAFOIRD
The Phi Mu chapter of Mu Phi !
Epsilon is a part of the national!
honorary music sorority. It has
had an active year on our campus.
taking part in regional eonvenlions, sponsoring music major-minor teas, ushering at concerts.
’selling magazines to raise money
for the national project at Gads
UM, an exchange pot -lock with
Pht Mu fraternity. and doing other things to further the interest
of music.

Major 4,1 is ’,lel 101. the Year in.
chide a Christ in a a party and
tihristmaa basket in the fall guarhr, a tashion show and tea given
spring quarter, and a barbecue ini
MVIAtenr June honoring the graduates.
Black Masque, honorary organwomrsrm WPEK
nation for senior women, is tl
THE WuMENS WEEK program ited in number to 13 chosen on,
so lar, has gone well. according to the basis of scholarship and activa
Diane Martinseo chairman for the Ity.
Minimum requirements lot
event. Plans for the week have membership are a B-average a
instal under way faller this quarter’ activity in two departments.
opened, the said. and more than Identity of the members is k
girls are participating in the a secret until the annual Women’
main events.
Itscognitioa Banquet.
-

AWS has a full calendar, beginning the year with a Big -Little
Sister party for incoming women
students. In November Thanksgiving favors are made in one of the
general meetings, and these are
given to a local hospital. AWS
usually participates in the Homecoming Parade in some way. In
By illdIfilifElaiPCMB
December the organization holds
Every woman student on cam- its annual Faculty -Student Christpus is automatically a member of max party, to which all women are
WAA by right of her student body invited, and sponsors a Door Decard. WAA, which will celebrate coration Contest.
its 34th birthday today. is supportIn February, AWS sponsors
ed by student body funds.
"Women’s Week," which is cliThe activities offered this guar- masted by the annual "Heart’s Deter include badminton, basketball. light Dance," at which a -Jack of
bowling, orchesis and riflery.
Hearts" is crowned. Later in winOther activities offered during ter quarter AWS holds "March
the year are riding, softball, swim- melodies.ming, tennis, hockey and volley-1
In spring quarter, AWS holds a
joint barbeque with WAA.
Sportsdays are held with other
schools in the Bay Area at re- 1 30
quent intervals.
WAA holds three large laneThe 30 Club, organization for
tions each year. The banquet. I women journalism majors, has surwhich will be held March 3 at
!vived a varied history to attain
Mariant’s I’M! feature Dean Fred
Harcleroad as the guest speaker., its present status on campus.
Activities this year include at- I
This banquet is an annual affair I
to show recognition to those who tendancp at meetings of the Herdeserve it.
keley chapter of Theta Sigma Phi,
Other functions are the Hoe- national
ty for women in
down, hich is held every fall, and journalism, in the new Alumni
the AWS-VVAA Barbecue whim!House on the University of
Cali fornia campus.
the spring quarter.
held
during
WAA
is directed by an executive
council and a representative board.
The board consists of girls from
’
the various living groups on Cam"’ft" BROILED
pus.
OVER
WAA recently has set up a
OAK WOOD
lounge in the Women’s gym for
414’
firgfirs
all women where they can study,
relax or play games.
1140
- /
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CY 24107

choose now! Be not eif Ludas
beauty and value...let ea help yea .
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Spartan Spears is an honorary
service society tar.qhdbornore
men. Members are-ellaSen for
standing trodt,in
instill) and
Madman year.
Activities for Vie -orgailbatiom
Wade the ’.agle. of entree:" and
datelined; during registration,
nanntiqw sales, signing at bapqtiets end earreitlasa, Ite,,Ip With
the Gray Ladies at Agnew 1-1080 tat, and community charities.
With money earned in various
Members of the organization
may be recognized by their yellow blouses and white skirts, worn
every Tuesday. Members this year
are Gloria Brown, Celia Cross, Kay
Daly, Ann Dutton. Joan Ereno,
Barbara Fischer, Jeannette Furtado, Patti Kaser, Baritann:Lanning, Annie Laurie Lfinti, Peggy
Patton, Dolores Peal,, Sue Randel,
Carolyn Stelling, Nada Stepovich
and Joan Ward..

Club’s History

Society.

,

Spartan Spears Is’
Hnnor *pi:Creep

A

In Concert Hall

The San Jose String Quartet opens its 1955 season here tomorat 13:20 o’clock in five Concert Hall, Admission is free.
William J. Erlendson, acting head of the Music Department, will
b.., at the piano as guest artist for one of the numbers, Schumann’s
Quintet in E flat.

row night

The program of chamber music*
are members of the San
offered by the group also will in. All
Jose Symphony,
dude the Mozart Quartet in D maThe String Quartet is being
jor and Shostakovich’s Quartet
sponsored by Phi Mu Alpha. muNo. L
sic fraternity, and Mu Phi Epsilon,
Founder and director of the music sorority.
quartet is-Frank ’Prima; music
instructor at Campbell High
school and concert master of
the San Jose Symphony. HP has
played violin under such men as
Leopold Stokowski and Igor
Four SJS coeds have been apstrsvinsky, and will play that pointed to the College Board
of
Instrument In the concert,
Mademoiselle Magazine.
other members of the group
Representing San Jose State
ale Mrs. Dorisse Kelley, violin; among 700 other students are JuCharles Giskin, viola; and Miss ha Bennett, Mary Lou Cocanough.
Dorothy Lichty, cello.
er, Audrey Hosford and Nancy
Triena is a graduate of San Jose Naylor.
State, as is Mrs. Kelley, who also
As College Board members, they
Is assistant concert master of the will report to Mademoiselle on col San Jose Symphony. Giskin was lege life. Each girl will complete
graduated ’from the Manhattan three assignments in competition
School of MIMIC in New York and for the 20 guest editorships award has played for nuniemus Breed- ed- by the magazine at the end of
wsy, shows’, ahd with the NBC May.
Symphony under _Arturo ToecapThe guest editors will be
ini.
brought to New York for the
Miss Lichty la a asmilerrodis- month, of June at the magazine’s
ate of Norlitreitern University expense for a salaried job to help
sad is a veteran et this Su An- write, edit and illustrate Madebob o and Rout:11M
moiselle’s 1955-College Issue.

Four Receive
M1lex Positions

. Oral Reading Programs
Will Begin Tomorrow
Seven readings will open the first oral reading program of the
p.m. in Out Studio Theater. The hoer,leng
and the public.
Dr. Lawrence Moue+, professor of speech, will be chairman of
program which will include Darwin Hageman reading "The Most
Dangerous Game," by Connell; David Browne reading "USA," by

quarter tomorrow at 3130
program is froe to students

Alpha Ohl Epsilon: Meet tonight
at 7:30 o’clock in Roorn 17.
Alpha Gamma: Joint workshop
with Delta Phi Delta tonight at
7:30 o’clock in Art wing.
001.0010 Academic Societies:
All redientatatives welcome today
at 6:30 pan. in B-23.
Pre-Maditeal Club: Guest speaker tonight at 7:30 o’clock in Student Union.
Sojourners: Meet in Room 11
tonight at 7:30 o’clock.
Spartan Democrats: India dis-,
cussion in Room 33 today at 2:30
p.m.
Skadrat Y: Discuss "Prejudice
and Canilxis’ tonight at fi o’clock
at new "Y", 9th and San Antonio
streets.
Student Y "Why" Club: Meet
today at 3:30 p.m. in old Student
y, 272 S. 7th St.
WAA BasketbaiR: Women’s gym
tonight at 7 o’clock.

Storytelling Hour
A pritarant of children’s stories
will be gives by students in
Wallace I,."’array’s class in
storytelling tids afternoon at
4 o’clock la 110-1111. The program is open to students free
of charge,

John Dos Passos; and Walter Robinson reading "My Cousin, Will
Rogers," by Spi M. Trent,
Giving reading recitals will be
Ariel Davis, "Concept of Justice";
Edith Alcock, "Love of Life";
Bruce Tjaden, "Ballads"; and Gary
Clark reading from Boccaccio.
The students are from the classes of Dr. Mointt, Alden Smith, assistant profeisor of speech, and
Mrs. Courtaney Brooks, assistant
professor of speech.
The next oral reading program
will be given Thurday, Feb. 24, at
3:30 p.m. in the Studio Theater.

Faculty Concert
Pleases Audience
By PAT MURPHY
Cues C. Lease, baritone. and
Violet Thomas, pianist, both of
SJS’s music faculty, met with the
enthusiastic approval of a fairsized audience at a concert given
by the two last night in Concert
Hall. Zoe Aileen Lease, wife of
the baritone, accompanied her husband on the piano.
Lease immediately set a casual
tone- for the evening with an explanation of his first Piece, tong
in German. Beethoven, Schubert,
Schumann, Strauss, Debussy and
Guion are among the composers
whose works were featured,
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Sir String Group
Will Open Season
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Six Drama Profs
To Talk at Confab ,
Held in Santa Rosa

9 1955

.glne Arlo
K

Six SJS Drama Department fac- ’
ulty members will give speeches
at the Northwest Drama Conference at Santa Rosa Junior College ;
tomorrow, Friday and Saturday.
The conference, held few the
Brat time in California, will at"I have always liked the South because it was the beginning of
tract 400 to see defecates from so many interesting and exciting events in the history of the Unitid
Oregon, Washington, Nevada,
States." This was +he reason given by Dr. Dorothy kaudver, Ititof e’er
rtah and Northern California.
-of
speech, for choosing the South for her sabbatical tour.
Ted Balgooyen, assistant profes1930,
left
for
her
+0411’
in
OcKaucher,
professor
at
SJS
since
Dr.
sor of speech now on sabbatical
tober, and returned in November;
leave, will speak Friday morning
She returned to SJS to teach.bs
on "Advertising Plays." Dr. Janie.
the Speech and Drama DepaitClancy, professor of drama, will be
ment Monday, Jan. 31.
chairman of another Friday morn"I usually fly when 1 ti
ing discussion group on "The Edubut this tirno I decided to tl eel
cation of Playwright"
by train so that I could enjcil all
Miss Berneice Prisk, associate
the parts of the country.- lie.
professor of drama, will lecture
Braucher said
Friday afternoon on "Costuming."
’Jamestown was the first strro of
John Kerr, associate professor of
the tour and Dr. Kaucher said she
drama, will speak in the afterespecially enjoyed the... statues of
noon on "Children’s Theater," a
Captain John Smith and Poeasubject in line with the play he
Aortas and the old church "Id
will direct April 9 at SJS, "Little
Jainestnwn built by the settlers.
Red Riding Hood."
Dr. Kaucher also toured the
Saturday, Dr. Hugh 01111 a,
University of Virginia in Charhead of the’Speeelt and Drama
lottesville. the home of Thomas
Departawat, will be elmlemn
Jefferson in Montecelio and Wila disevanitia veep an ’Annan
liamsburg, Vi rginia
sarvey of
as the frelagra.
The’ doctor explained that ’Ilse
man
"Manavtplair aneb
thinks the South is overlooked
TV and Malian itlednim.
more no than other seething of the
Robert I. Guy, nadMant profelcountry and there are se many
sor of speech, will *peak on "ActInteresting sights where history
ing on Television." and waif an-.
DR. SOROTWX SAVCIWER
was made, like the site where PatEwer questions from -the floor.
rick Henry made his famous speech
. . alines" /raft Ninth
Kerr will speak oti Saturday on
and the Virginia Homo of Burgess.
"University Drama Curriculum in
Its Relationship to Festivals and
Children’s Theater."

aucher Back to School
Aft er Journey in South

A 6*am/stratis of a *ajar
emerge prodoetion wfll be given
by Seats Rosa LC, In "Duna
of a 1111101181.1114" Tharaday MOM
Tim Drama Department of mmford tialy’ersIty wit prdace
George Bernard stkorors .injaaananee" Friday algid.
"Giuruner Gurton’s Needle" will
be produced Saturday, followed by
an Actors Wail:thou of the San
Francisco Drama Guild produclion
of "Crucible," Saturday night.
Delegates to the conference will
represent the American Educational ’Theater Association, the
National Theater Association. the
American National Theater and
Academy, and the National Association of Community Theaters.

. Cocktail 21ressei
ge

ri:ia f -411ire,
.

Play Is Sell-Out
A sell-out of all performance,
of "My Three Angela," was announced yesterday by the Speech
Office. No tichent, earope on reserve, remain for Thursday, Friday or Satarday nights, performances.

Sorenson To Play
In Music Program

-WIDE

ea nc

CISTORE

So

Most grease spots on carpets and
rugs will come off when rubbed
with a clean cloth dipped in hot
water and ammonia.

’STUDENT TOUR TO EUROPE _
45 days in Europe
$1,158 all immelusive

Contact Jerry Davif_Travel Agemey
CY mse
St. Claire Hotel

Casual
. Sport twra r

Tomorrow’s program in the Survey of Music Literature course
will feature Wayne Sorenson, assistant professor of music, and the
SJS Woodwind Ensemble playing
octets by Beethoven and Schubert
at 11:30 p.m. in the Concert Hall.
Live musical performances are
used to teach the course instead
’of books. The class mentions are
open to the students and public.

Leave New York June 23
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President Asks
Federal Outlay
For Schools
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Russian Premier Resigns Office
Washington Speculates Outcome
Washington Reacts:

Malenkov Resigns:

WASHINGTON, Feb. 8 American authorities said today the surisrtiW. Feb, 8 Georg’ Malenkm resigned as premier of RusshAny and Marshal Nikolai Bulganin via’ elected unanimously to prise elevation of Mprshal Nikolai Bulganin to the Soviet premiership
indicates that the real power in Russia is being "spread out" among
d 111111
Bulganin was almost as great a surprise as Malen- several top men in the Kremlin.
That, they said, could be "less dangerous" to the West and to
s
Billganiti is a military administrator. lately turned
,,anparate.. newcornir to the Soviet political aria- world peace than concentration of supreme authority in one Salinlike dictator.
Maleakon’a dramatic resignation came during the brief mornWhen word of Georgi Malenkov’s resignation first reached the
ing a ...ion of the !supreme soyiet. lj quit, his resignation said.
capital, the
reaction was to interpr,t it as an ominous sign that
le tie Interest of the motherland" ssIla public apology for "my
Russia would adopt a tougher policy ill world affairs.
iasn "Inexperienced lead said he als ’o,ninee
The subsequent announcement of Bulganin’s election brought ex!
pressions of marked relief from authorities who are intimately con!.
"r hi, resignation. Makenkov was expected, to remain in
cerned with Soviet affairs. They said Bulganin, despite his army
,
film staff -mere of resignation said:
background, has not been regarded as a particularly "strong man" or
. . the necessity of strengthening the
dile to
militaristic type.
Ie-jep el the Council of Minister’s and the need to, have at the
The immediate U.S. effort in the latest development was to
ieoiTh.r comrade with greater experience in state work."
try to figure its significance to the Far Eastern crisic It sas en I eplon,:its alio had crowded the chamber to hear a foreign policy
tireiv
- possiMe that this crisis had forced a showdown inside the
Frreigo Minister V M. Molotov at stunned. Malenkov
let nion because of the firm EA, policy and the threatening
exi.ression
.r
attitude of Red China.
’1 elearly see that the carrying out of the complicated and
Indications from Moscow during recent days have encouraged the
being
by
my
Maui
negatirety affected
responsible duties . . . is
belief that Russia was ti-ying to exert restraint on the Chinese Corn11. loot experience in local aork, an* the fact that I did not have
munists and thus avoid any possibility of a general war.
"....adon, In a ministry or some economic orgaa.
WASHINGTON, Feb. 8-Secretary of State John Foster Dulles
.
see particularly clearly my guilt and responsibility for the
said today "we have had signs of internal trouble" within Soviet Rusiie-iiisiiictory state of affairs which has arisen in agriculture," he said.
sia for some time.
The ’wading of the speech consumed but four minutes.
Commenting on the shake-m:1 in the Soviet high command,
sitii.oToi; SPEARS
Dulles told a reporter: "We have been expecting something like
Soviet Foreign Minister V M. Molotov said
Nh *4Cf /W. Feb. 14
Nisi There have been signs of internal trouble."
tily hat -the foreign policies of the Imperialists and of the United
Ile refused to elaborate, Nor would he say whether the Kremlin
.11A,ve all are aggressive and are leading to a third World War."
m..10iiiv told the Supreme Soviet that the United States nurses shake-up could be interpreted as "good news" or "bad news" for the
’Ill Al,
notions" of reclaiming Communist countries for Capitalism. Free World,
fri talr
Molotov said, "battle is being joined between two
OTHER WASHINGTON COMMENTS
ei igo railicies that of peace and that of war." ,
Sen. William F. Knowland said it is too early to tell what was
Ile said the Soviet Union desires peace and decreased tension
implied in the change. "We mustn’t lose sight of the fact that the
and head,
Communist movenrient that Is on the rise while raptothrni groan aeaker. Molotov said the United States today Is
resignation of Prince Konoye (as Japanese premier) in 1941 indicated
-hark it red" politically.
a basic change in Japanese policy."
told the Supreme Soviet that Russia was the first nation to
!Sen. Mike Mansfield
said be thinks MaJenkov’a
rtevelop the hydrogen bomb. "When the hNdrogen bomb was discovered
resignation ". . . Indicates a shift which rdight well tighten the
,u’ %V.II!_ nut /he Soviet Union hut the United States that was among
situation both inside and outside the Soviet Union." It might be a
t uc imintrits that were lagging behind." he said,
"... had thing for the Free World and the Russian people."
tie said the United States holds no advantage at all over the So Defense Secretary Charles E. Wilson called the change "just anN let Union in the strength and ability to wage war.
other ripple" as far as its effect on the United States’ long range de’Thunderous applause, greeted his statement.
fense plans is concerned.
,
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Al’s Shell
Service
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41 WALLPAPER COMPANY
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CY 2-1447

Pay Little - TUESDAY
and
THURSDAY

Eat Big

ITALIAN
DINNER
complete

$100

A must for budget-minded students

ITALIAN RESTAURANT
Open 1100a.m. to 1:10 p.m.

Sat. end Sun. to 9:00

175 SAN AUGUSTINE STREET
Banquet Foaties

Downstein

Corona

Underwood

Royal

CY 4-5045
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TYPEWRITERS
For Rent

Coffee Prices Cut
NEW VOIIK, Feb. 14
At least two nation -aide food
chains announced price cuts of
up to IS cents a pound on their
own brands of coffee today as
a result Of last iseekend’s decline in South American green
coffee prices.
ALP Food Stores dropped
prices of t h eir four coffee
brands by 16 and 12 cents in
all stores acrosa the country.
effective immediately.
!Safeway
Stores
announced
cuts of IS cents on each of three
brands.

Molotov Wants
Formosa Talk.
PARIS, Feb. 8 (UP)
The
French Foreign Ministry announced today that Soviet Foreign Minister V M Molotov has proposed
an international conference on
Formosa
Molotov made the proposal to
the ambaasadoes of Britain and
India when he saw them in Nabcow last week, a French Foreign
Ministry spokesman said
It was believed that the Chineve Communist government had
been consulted in advance on the
Soviet proposal,
The United States is known to
oppose any conference on Formosa outside the framework of
the United Nations,

Special Rent& Rotes for Students
Utd Stsdet1
Est

i 600

11,41

1E4ty

PC04610

M.chs.p

FO,

Sal.

Pern4/11,

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Free Perking Nest Door

CIO. AFL Groups
Discuss Mirger_

MIAMI, Feb, ’8 (HP)Hie&
of the CIO and An. today held
the fire "rolled-up sleeves" meet:.
ing to decide "one way or the
other" whether to merge the twill’
big labor groups.
CIO Publicity Director Henry
Fleischer said the proposed merger had been discussed generally
MANCHESTER, Conn. - (UP)
Chairman Carl Vinson ID -Ga.) of the House armed services at several meetings.
State police arrested Joseph committee agreed with Wilson that it "shouldn’t make any difference
Curtin, Jr. of Hart ford on a to our defense plans."
lepeeding charge. Curtin was ticChairman Walter F. George (D.-Ga 1 of the Senate Foreign Re! mined of doing 70 in a 50-milt.s-ani hour zone. Ile was driving a lations Committee thought the change "likely indicates a tough policy"
toward the West.
’hcars,

RAW OAK FRAMES

24 .

WASHINGTON, Feb. 8 (UP) President Eisenhower asked Congress today to authorize a federal
outlay of $1,120,000,000 over the
next three Years to help states
and local communities build new
schools.
In a special message, he said
such an "emergency program" is
urgently needed to relieve "serious
overcrowding" of classrooms., lie
said the goal is to wipe out an
estimated "deficit" of 340,000
classrooms.
Eisenhower emphasized that his
four -point program of federal aid
is desiened to speed up school construction "within the traditional
framework of local responsibility
for our schools." He warned that
"federal aid in a form that tends
to lead to federal control of our
schools could cripple education for
freedom."
Th.. president’s message. originally scheduled for submission
Feb. 15, was rushed to the
House and senate a week ahead
of schedule in what administration officials conceded was an
attempt to head off attempts by
Democratic senators to push
through a school aid program of
their own.
Senate Republican Leader William F. Knowland said reaction
among GOP legislative leaders
was "generally favorable."
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Pirate Swimmers
Race Wednesday.

Ne.tt week’s swimming meet
with the Treasure Isbell Pirates bag been mewed leek frees
MALL WORLD
When the Spartan grid team tackles Denver University Nov. 3, Friday to Wednesday, Feb. It
according .5. an sessueormeat
956, there will be a familiar face at the helm of the Pionears, JIiIi
ing, who matched wits with Coach Bob Bronzan last season in -from the Men’s Gym.
The dual meet Mal will be
he Utah State game, yesterday was named head football coach at
bejd In Spartan Pool at
p.m.
Denver.
PIGSKIN PUNCITIBS
Texas Tech and University of Houston have joined University of
Oklahoma as colleges entbarking upon their first season of collegiate
boxing. Word ’from the Texas-OirJahoma area reports that other colleges will follow the lead of Coach Bud Wilkinson of Oklahoma who
favors football players turning to boxing to keep hardened up after
grid season.
’INTERCLASS TRACK MEET
PI KAN.& Alpha ind Alpha Chi Omega are the sensed fraThe Spartan varsity and frosh
ternity-mrority Combination informing Bud Winter that they wish
wrestling teams will be gunning
to sponsor a track team in the Int...mime Meet. Delta Upsilon and
for their second straight victory
Alpha Tau Omega also have shown interest, leaving only one
over the Stanford Indians tomorteam without a sponsor for the March 3-4 meet.
The varsity squad has been divided into five equal teams. Also row night in Palo Alto at 7:30
there will be five novice teams plus the Greek Relay teams which can o’clock.
The varsity downed the Indians
be entered by ail 14 fraternities. The totals of the varsity, novice and
20-14, while the Spartababes pinGreek Relay points will determine the meet winner.
Trophies will be awarded to the outstanding rooting section, in ned the Papooses 21-5 Jan. 20.
Stanford will be lead by Pete
addition to trophies for the performers.
Likens, 137. Ray Miller, 157, Bob
Captain Ed Kreyenhagea’s varsity team is composed of Jim
Beattie, 167, and Heavyweight Don
Hushaw, Chutes Winter, Ed Warrtner, John Kirkpatrick, Bill
Manoulcian, all winners in the last
Neches, Dan Douglas, Dick Erickson, Bay Goodwin and Chuck
meeting of the two squads.
Hightower.
Coacb Hugh Mumby"s lineup
Captain Don Hubbard will lead Harry Wade, John Booher, Bill will
include Joe haat, 123; George
Lynn
Hugo,
Greene,
Len
Freitaa, George Watts, Joe
Cameron, Allan
Lao. 130; Ben Fernandez, 137; Ken
Ruiz and Max Voshall.
Simpkins, 147; Dick Weger, 157;
Captain Mickey Maramonte is teamed with Jack Albiani, Gene
Gus Talbot, 167; Jerry Ledin, 177;
Antone, Jim Gilmore, John Manson, Don Malinoff, Dick Gromer, Roy and Jean Snyder or Jerry Ruse.
Hutzler. Jack’ Updike and Jim Dyson.
heavyweight, in the varsity meet.
Captain Val Daniels is backed by Charles Smock, Duane Ludlow,
Freshman grapplers will be Roy
Bob Lewis, Bob Harrison, John Confer, Kent Ehzenspringer, Rodger Higa, 123; Carlos Arrevalo, 130;
Lippa and John Ornalcz.
Bob Fukunaga, 137; Chuck HighCaptain Owen Rhodes heads the fifth varsity team which
tower, 157; Ken Spagnola, 167;
includes Art Hiatt, Doug Boyd, Don Berry, Queetin Manchester,
Russ Carnilleri, 177; and Roy
Billy Jo Wright, Eldea Peter, Ron Philips and fun litepbeas.
Frontani, heavyweight.
So fat- there have been 19 independent novice entries.
relay
fraternity
urges
the
teams
to
start
Winter
working
Coach
out now, especially on baton passing.
This year. Greek Relay also will be over the 880-route, but with
steam of eight men. Each man will run 110 yards.

SJS Matmen
Aim at Second
Stanford Win

Three Teams
In Exhibitions_

Four gpartan JC Transfers
Land on National Honor Roll
Your of the track men named
to the Junior College National
Honor Roll by the NCAA in its
recent track publication are transfers now on the Spartan varsity
roster.
Listed timoog the nation’s top
junior college track men were Ray
Goodwin of Modesto, Duane Ludlow of Stockton, Johnny Ornalez

Wilson Announces
PidEpedon Kappa will meet
the Veteeins tram Instead of
KKK In tonight’s 8 o’clock intramural rage game. according
to Wade Wilson, student director of the league.
Another change in the schedule Is tomorrow’s 9 p.m. game.
The Seats will play Phi Mu Alpha In place eg the postponed
contest betimes Spartan CIO
and the Mommelhars.

of Bakersfield, and Bob Harrison
of West Contra Costa.
Goodwin mac* the list in two
events. He was the nation’s leading broad jumper with a leap of
24 ft. 4% in. and was ranked seventh in the high jump with, mark
of 6 ft. 4% in.
Ludlow was the country. top
JC two-miler with a time of 9:37.4.
Harrison was the No. 4 man in the
120-yard high hurdles with a
clocking of 14.8. Ornplez tied for
fourth place honors in the high
jump of 6 ft. 4% in.

Members of the wrestling, boxing, and judo teams will join forces tonight to stage a benefit
sports program at Capuchino High
School in Sao Bruno at 8 o’clock.
Taking part are Ron Phillips.
Fred Temps, Gary Goss, and Ralph
Gomez, wrestling; Bruce Cunningham, Paul Morgan, Kim Kanaya,
Al Julian, Jim Bennett, Jim Knickerbocker, Max Voshall, Jim Tormey. Henry Rojas, Gerald Dahl,
and Coach Julie Menendez. boxing; and Ro Wauer, Jack Crawford. and Coach Yosh Uchida, judo.
Cunningham is a graduate of
Capuchino High School and has
Joined the boxing squad only for
this program. He*competed in the
novice boxing tournament.

Spartan Women Skiers Vie in Reno, Nev.
For the first time San Jose
State will send a recognized women’s ski team to participate in
the Reno Winter Carnival’s -"Powder Puff Derby." The Women’s
P. E. Department approved the
move last week.
Girls to enter the "Derby" Sunday against some of the best wo-

men skiers in the United States,
are Marion Bessonette, Marge
Cranston, Karen Sharick, Aphra
Poleman, and Margarite McIver.
Dr. Eleanor M. Coombe, assistant
professor of P. E., will accompany
the girls.
Ski Club Queen Apnra Poleman
will also compete for queen of
the carnival.

FREE AIR. WATER AND INFORMATION
caw FINEST MAJOR GASOLINEat discount prices
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SJS Quintet Nips
Gator Five, 63-56
By ROD LEE
Forced to hold on in the final minutes of play, the Son Joss State
Sparhms outlasted the hustling Son Francisco State five, 63-51S, bast
night in Spartan gym.
After trailing et half time, San Jose enjoyed. 12 point lead mit)way through the second half. The Gators sniped away at the Spartans’
advantage until with less than*
four minutes to play, SF State Henry Forte, the SFS aft, was
trailed by only three points, 55-52. held to nine.
San Jose then ,slowed down the
In the preliminary game. San
game and held off the Gators Jame State’s JVs nudged the San
with six free throws by Carroll Francisco State JVs, 68-63.
Williams and a field goal by Tor
S.F. STATE
SAN JOSE STATE
Hansen.
FG, FT TP Maeoson, f I
Williams shared high scoring Forts. f
4 1
Emig. f
02
honors with Bud Hjeliti. They each Rosinib’g,g 3 4 10 1-411m, c 10 222
hit 22 points. Hjelm connected on Liebe,
7 2 It William.. 9 6 ’0 22
3
3
12 of hie points in the first half (01114y,
g
O 0
after Williams dumped the first 8 Brown, I
2 2 g Biondoeno, g 3 3
0 O 0
Spartan markers. Williams hit ten Browning, g 2 0 4 Nerdy, I
Mann, g
I I
1 0 2 Penfi,
out of ten free throws.
Giese*, f
O 2
The first half was a see -mw
King, g
0 O 0
battle from the opening tip-off.
The wore was knotted six times
TOTALS 22 12 Sig TOTALS 23 17 53
and the lead changed hands
three times in the first 241 minutes of play as neither team
could pull more than four potato
In front.
Working against a zone defense,
Carroll William’s’ 13 out of 16
San Jose drew first blood but after seven minutes, the score was free throws in Friday night’s COP
game boosted him into first place
tied 10-10.
Hjekn and SF State center Bob in the California Basketball AsLeibe traded baskets through the sociation free throw percentage
first half as the two teams match- race. according to statistics reed each other almost point for leased today by S. Dan Brodie.
CBA statistician.
point until half time.
With 45 out of 60 free throw
Five seconds before the Intermission, Ron Rosenberg tallied on attempts in 6 games. Williams
a field goal to give the Gators holds a slim lead over Santa Clam
center Kenny Sears, who lead last
their 31-29 half time edge,
San Jeep opened the second week. Williams has a 75 per cent
half with 11 points widle held- mark while Sears has made good
on 73.2 per cent of his tries.
lag the Gators te 2. Melnik
sad Hamra led the attar&
Bob Bondanza Is fourth in free
as lise Spartans bit for 44 per throws with 17 out of 25 for a 68
cent isf their shots in the sec- per cent mairk
ond half. SF State made *My N
In scoring Williams is fifth with
per sent after emuseraing ea 12.8 points per game while San
41.9 per cent In the first 24 Jose’s Tor Hansen is seventh with
10.2. Sears leads in this departminutes.
Leibe led the Gator scoring with ment with a 20,4 point peg gatne
16, hitting for 12 in the first half. avierage..

Williams Top
Free Thrower
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Club Sponsor
Group Camping
’The. Physical Etli-ication and
Ref-re/snob Club. for women physi-.
ea’ education majors, and Tau
- (lemma, honorary wumen’s physical education society, co-sponsor
seekend of camping at (’amp
Campbell each October. Swimming. bustling and out -door cooking are some of the activities.
The camp ot designed to acquaint incoming freshmen and
tiansfer students with the women’s
physical education department.
Abso sharing aporisorship, the
Women’s P. E , and Recreation
(*tub and Tau Gamma are in
s’Ira7ge of the Alumna.. Breakfast
ibirstig - Homecoming. In%itatiorni
iii’ sent out to all alumnae, stutient* and faculty of the physical
sli.icatinn and recr,’a lion dipart
’
Men’s.
The senior rneeting is held at
the same time a% initiation of new
arifficers of the Worn. its 14 F., and
B..restion club. Seniors are in
-

charge of a program of skits, music and dinner.
:A library in the recreation aild
physical education field is maintained throughout the year by the
organization.

Sigma Delta Pi
Plans To Form.
Spanish Club

Due a good turn-out and much
enthusiasm, a Spanish social club
will be formed in conjunction with
Sigma Delta Pi, Spanish honor
society, according to Dr. William
Moellering, advisor and professor
of modern languages.
This was decided at last Wednesday’s meeting of the society,
when 22 persons interested in a
social club showed up. the professor explained. A committee.
headed by Henry Martinez, was
selected to draw up a constitution
for the group. Officers will be
elech-cf at the next meeting. WedLyle Foster was .lected presinesday. Feb. 16, Dr. Moellering
nt of Alpha Eta Sigma, account disclosed.
honorary society. Thursday
night at the Hotel De Anza. Elected to the last of first _sic.. presi, alial and second
president n’ 4
ties’ Arthur Merrill and
Pauline Parlier.
The position of recording see"
,vetar4.- was won by Johnny Coa.1.4t1411. Elected corresponding tiertar’, ix Joanne Ferrari. while FMIn, Creek was 1 hosen for the office of treasurer.
Puiblic Accounting as a Cut.
i.e was the topic of an address
I". Miss Mary Laniver. CPA, of
4
the firm of Lester. Herrick and
Herrick, San Francisco, according
In Miss Parlier.

Alpha Eta Sigs
Elect President

Ford Times Prints
SIS Grads’ Work.

Blue Key Gets
14-Members,
Elects Officers
Fourteen new members were initiated into Blue Key honorary society in tonnal ceremonies held at
the Delta Upsilon House last week.
Election of officers accompanied
the initiation, with new members
being elected to the posts. Officers are: duke, Stan Abbott; earl.
Dick Kisaick; scribe, Vero Perry;
chancellor of the exchequer, Dan
Westillard and guard, Norm Yields.
Other new members initiated
ware: Dick Bender, Don liubbard,
Pat Spooner, Mary StAillide, DSO/
Robert Martin, John Luekhardt,
Bill Miller, Jim Cottrell and Art
Peterson.
Paul Sakamoto. Art Lund and
Sam Yates are the three remaining members of the society of last
year.
Following the initiation ceremonies, a banquet was held at
one of the local restaurants.

Ed. Sorority
Alpha Chi Epsilon, education
sorority, will meet tonight in Room
17 at 7:30 p.m., according to Ann
Socokifsky. publicity chairman.
Pictures for the La Torre will
be taken so everyone is requested
to attend.. Refreshments will be
served.

Groups Expect To Form
SJS Academic Council

Final steps probably will be taken to form officially a Council of
Academic Societies at a meeting
tonight in 11-23 at 6:30 o’clock, according to Bob Hocker. temporary
chairman for the group.
Six campus academic organizations already have agreed to form
the society, he said, and many
more are expected to join.
Qualificationsfor membership
will be decided on at the meeting.
Hocker said. Consideration will be
given to organizations not requiring a 2.0 grade point average in
their major field but are academic in nature, and who wish to become members, he assured.
Members and faculty advisers of
interested organizations are invited to participate in Wednesday’s meeting whether or not their
group meets the 2.0 grade Paint

P. E. Rec. Club
By DONNA BRIDGES
Purpose of the Women’s Physical Education and Recregtion Major Club at San Jose State is to
promote understanding between
the physical education and recreatifin departments and help majors from the two departments
meet and know each other.
Membership is open to all worn en physical education and recreation majors,

Put a SMILE in your

steerage in major and 1.5 overall,
Hacker stressed.
Also to be discussed will be
nancing the society and immediate
projects. Projects already proposed are the publication of a
brochure to acquaint new students
with the advantages of joining an
academic organization, methods of
promoting scholarship and methods whereby member organizations can get help in solving their
problems from other member organizations. he explained.

Business Club
Holds Meeting
Chi Sigma Epsilon, honorary
secretarial society, recently held
a combination meeting and social
hour at the home of Miss Maria
Curtis, club adviser.
Dessert was served following
speaker Dr. Earl Atkinson, head of
the business department, who told
of his trip touring the United
States during this recent sabbatical leave.
Pins for the club members also
were ordered at the meeting.
An orientation rush party for
all freshman secretarial majors
will be held Tuesday, Feb. 13.
from 3 to S p.m. in the Catholic
Women’s Center.

SMOKING!

Two SJS alumni whose
Jprints have drifted together from
- nifty to time since their college
collaborated ones. more
dos
in the Fein-oars issue of Ford
Time.’ With words la Charles Leong and painting’s by Jake Lee,
thes describe th.. Ill,’ and times
of old Chinatown in San Franciaco.
Chat les Leong is is .11 -known for
editing and publishing sarious
Am. neon:Chinese edition*. J"ke
1., ,A11%1 graduated as a canniercall ;al t14, but has earned his (erne
a
a top depicter of Western
sillies in watercolor
’Lee has Just ,completed a MXre..fril show Jan. V to Feb. 3 at
the san-Francisco Chinese YWCA.
Many of the pidures were loaned
1.) -the Ford MotoriCo.. which owns
quilt.. ii ’al ge collection of Lee’s

22
WI.
221
10
:241

t ;et Reservations
Reser% at ions for’Taii I ’vita Phi’s
dinner -dance to be held at (’hab-ati Bousay Saturda) should be
tead,,r-h% ft:eight’s ’fleeting at 730
iliwk in the Tower. aceording to
M.’s. -al. dance committee
.1.,.)
411
It members do not indicate their
inI ention ot attending the dance
I,. tonight there will he no dinner
tor them lleCHUSO
111.10 be ’sent to the Chateau Boumt
tomorrow, he explained

114 Kim. Will Speak
To Med Societ
1 amp/maim of diseases that elect the boils as a is hole o ill be
tile subject of a talk to be ’then
to the Pre-Medical Aociety I)) Dr
l’aul_ V. Morton, M.D., Wednesday Fright in the Student Union, according to John Rattily, publicity
chairman. The program will begin at 7-30 p.m.
Dr. Iliortna’s topic is "Infernal
Medicine, What it Consists Of".
Thls meeting is not closed. Benet),
Ind anyone who is infatuated
M *Oran* SO attend. Coffee with
be served, he said.
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